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When you  
need longevity

How quickly does email disappear 

from view or memory? Within 

minutes, if not seconds. That’s why 

print is a great choice when you want 

the piece to be kept as a reminder. 

Think coupons stuck to refrigerators 

and product brochures kept on 

home or office desks. Branded wall 

or desk calendars, mugs, and other 

printables are great choices for 

keeping your message in front of your 

target audience, too. Did you know 

that 62% of consumers own branded 

calendars, and 52% of them keep 

their calendars one year or more? 

When you  
need to make 
a statement

Nothing makes a statement and 

makes a customer or prospect feel 

valued like a high-quality printed 

piece. When a prospect test-drives 

a new car, for example, dealerships 

will often follow up with a glossy 

four-color brochure of “their 

car,” fully personalized to them, 

within 24 or 48 hours. Print makes 

the statement: “We value you.”

When you want 
to take advantage 
of location 

Sometimes you want to communicate 

with someone based on their location. 

That’s why restaurants use colorful 

table tents to promote new food 

and drink items and brands place 

posters in mass transit locations 

where they cannot be missed. 

Wide-format window graphics, 

on-site posters, and freestanding 

displays are other good examples. 

When you  
absolutely need 
to know that 
it will arrive 

There is a reason many financial and 

legal documents come by mail. Digital 

communications get lost. People 

change email addresses. Even today, 

6% of people in the United States have 

no broadband Internet access. If the 

message absolutely, positively has to get 

there, physical mail is the way to go.

When you need  
to get around  
opt-in requirements 

There is no opt-out for print 

communications. This makes print 

the perfect channel to reach out 

to lapsed customers who have 

opted out of email marketing. To 

these people, consider sending a 

postcard that says, “We miss you! 

Here’s 25% off your next order.”

With so many 

marketing channels 

available, it can 

be challenging to 

know when print 

or digital is the 

best choice. Let’s 

look at five places 

where print beats 

digital, hands down.  
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5 
Places 
Print 
Beats 
Digital

Digital communications are  
powerful tools, but sometimes,  

only print will do. 
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Graphic Design Tips  
to Inspire Trust

Whether we 

consciously recognize 

it or not, certain design 

elements inherently 

inspire trust. These 

include customer 

service numbers, FAQs, 

and trust badges like 

the SSL padlock, PayPal 

Verified, or McAfee 

Secure. Also inspiring 

trust are logos and 

graphics showing 

things like your Better 

Business Bureau 

rating, membership in 

industry associations 

or trade groups, and 

industry or product 

certifications. 

According to the Institute 

for Color Research, people 

make subconscious 

judgments about a person, 

environment, or product 

within 90 seconds of 

viewing, and between  

62% and 90% of that 

assessment is based on 

color alone. If you’re 

looking to inspire trust, 

choose colors like blues 

that are associated with 

strength and 

trustworthiness, or soft, 

warm colors that inspire 

feelings of comfort. 

Especially with older 

audiences, using nostalgic 

colors, fonts, and imagery 

can inspire feelings of trust 

and confidence.

Nothing inspires 

confidence more 

than the positive 

experiences of others. 

Add testimonials to 

both print and digital 

communications. 

Use names, pictures, 

and even video 

when possible. Some 

marketers tap online 

customer reviews, 

posting them on their 

websites or printing 

them on their direct 

marketing materials 

and packaging.  

Cluttered, disorganized 

layouts can create 

feelings of tension 

or unease. Poorly 

balanced or 

asymmetrical layouts 

can create visual 

stress, as well. Keep 

your layouts clean 

and clutter-free. 

Make sure there is 

logical flow, order, and 

balance to the design. 

Use white space to 

create breathing 

room and make the 

design more inviting. 

Like colors, certain 

fonts inspire more 

peace and calm than 

others. Pick fonts 

that are visually 

inviting and easy 

to read. If you use 

fonts that are jagged, 

dense, or visually 

challenging, that 

won’t make viewers 

feel comfortable, 

confident, or at ease. 

In a world filled with uncertainty, design techniques that 

create a sense of comfort and security can go a long way 

toward winning customers’ trust. Whether you are designing 

for print or digital, here are five tips from the experts...

Buyers today  
are looking for a shopping 

experience that is hassle-free  
and that inspires confidence.  

Using the right design elements 
can communicate these feelings  

to your target audience  
before they ever walk in  

your door. 

INCLUDE 
OFFICIAL 
LOGOS AND 
BADGES

1 2 3 4 5

PICK  
EASY-TO-READ  
FONTS

CHOOSE A 
REASSURING 
COLOR 
PALETTE

USE 
TESTIMONIALS 
AND 
CUSTOMER 
REVIEWS

KEEP IT 
ORGANIZED, 
CLEAN, AND 
FREE OF 
CLUTTER
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Avoiding 
the Content 
Marketing 
Disconnect

Uberflip, a content delivery platform, recently conducted 

a survey of B2B buyers and marketers to find out. It 

compared buyers’ needs and expectations regarding 

content to the content that marketers are actually 

delivering. The results? Marketers are sending content, 

but not always the content B2B buyers are looking for. 

For example, when it comes to personalization, B2B buyers 

are looking for content to be personalized as follows: 

• The problem I’m looking to solve (26%)
• My company  (22%)

• My industry (14%)

What personalization are marketers sending most often?

• The customer’s name (51%)
• The customer’s company (42%)

• The customer’s industry (40%)

So before you send that personalized postcard, email, or kit, 

make sure you understand and address the recipient’s pain points. 

The same disconnect occurs with content marketing assets. 

What assets do B2B buyers want and what are marketers sending?  

B2B buyers prioritize user reviews (64%), product tours (43%), 

and video (33%). Yet marketers are most likely to be sending 

sales sheets (47%), white papers (42%), and e-books (30%). 

There are challenges with closers, as well. When it comes 

to making the purchase decision, marketers are focusing 

on personalized calls to action. But what do buyers say 

is most important? Content relevant to their needs!

Understanding this disconnect between marketer and 

buyer should have a strong influence on the design of your 

print and digital pieces. Include user reviews as part of your 

layout. Use QR Codes and augmented reality to incorporate 

product tours and other videos right into the printed or 

digital page. Incorporate user stories at the right time. 

Your audience’s content needs will differ by industry 

vertical and company position, so do your research. 

Understand not just the type of information your 

prospects are looking for but the format in which they 

want that information to be delivered and when.

Regardless of the channel you use, relevant content is critical. 
But for content to be effective, it has to connect with the audience 

in a way—and at the time—the audience expects.  Marketers  
may understand this intuitively, but how well do they  

put it into practice? 

Content marketing, 
especially in the B2B 

marketplace, is one of 

the fastest growing 
marketing strategies 
today, and for good 

reason. Before buyers 
ever contact your 

company, they have 
done the bulk of their 

research on your 
product and product 

category. How do they 
do that? Content! 

CONTENT!
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Why the Call to Action 
Can Make or Break You
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The Power of Exclusivity

Visit Santa Barbara (VSB), an 

organization that promotes tourism 

to Santa Barbara, CA, uses influencer 

programs to promote this beautiful, 

sunny California destination. To 

engage influencers, VSB has typically 

reached out 

to previous 

participants 

in its program, 

complimenting 

them on the 

value of their partnership and 

inviting them to return. But could 

the approach be better? The 

marketing team decided to find out. 

Instead of asking for the influencer’s 

partnership, VSB framed the program 

as an exclusive team with limited 

opportunities to join. Influencers, 

VSB indicated, would participate 

in luxury adventures and private 

sailing excursions. It followed with 

the CTA: “Santa Barbara is searching 

for three influencers to embark 

on our biggest partnership yet!” 

Visit Santa Barbara received 

more than 500 applications 

for just three spots. 

From Bland to Grand

When encouraging prospects to 

contact the company for pricing 

information, Funeral Funds, a company 

helping families pre-plan for funeral 

costs, used the CTA “Get Quote 

Now!” Studies show that consumers 

tend to respond to commands 

rather than suggestions, so this was 

not a bad approach. But, Funeral 

Funds wondered, does the CTA 

really reflect what its prospects are 

looking for—the lowest rates? So 

Funeral Funds changed the wording 

to “Get The Best Rate Now.” The 

result? A 17% increase in leads. 

What They Really Want

A software company, 

encouraging website 

visitors to seek 

product pricing, used 

the simple call to 

action: “Learn More.” 

The CTA had a 2% 

click-through rate, 

and 10% of those 

who viewed the pricing converted 

into paying customers. But “learn 

more” is very general. Could visitors 

looking for pricing interpret the CTA 

as “learn more about the software,” 

and if so, not be motivated to click 

through? So the company changed 

the wording to “View Pricing.” The 

click-through rate rose from 2% to 

5%. The conversion rate rose to 20%. 

Whether it’s a postcard, an 

email, or a webpage, your call to 

action (CTA) is what motivates 

your target audience to respond 

to your offer. Simple changes 

can often make a big difference, 

so it’s important to test your 

CTAs to see if they can be 

improved. Let’s look at three 

real-life examples to see why. 

CASE 
STUDY  

#1

CASE 
STUDY  

#3

CASE 
STUDY  

#2

Examples drawn from “The Call to 
Action: 5 before-and-after examples 
of effective CTAs (with the results to 
prove it)” (Marketing Sherpa, 2/22/21).

The takeaway is clear. If you want better results, make 

sure you are using the clearest, most compelling CTA 

for each campaign and target audience. If you want 

to do A/B tests, use the power of digital printing to 

see which approach really shines.
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